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Abstract— A first-of-its-kind design methodology to realize
thermally actuated origami-inspired multilayer Miura frequency
selective surfaces (MLM-FSSs) using a polyester-based substrate
is presented in this article that can change its frequency response
according to the variation in its ambient temperature. In order to
maintain the optimum interlayer distance between the two-layer
Miura-FSS structures, a specialized low-loss origami-inspired
spacer layer is introduced that preserves its desired overall
frequency response during different folding configurations. It also
features an unprecedented high mechanical strength, making it
suitable for a wide range of terrestrial, outer-space, and biomedical applications. The frequency response and its relationship to
kinematics of the proposed structure are also presented in detail,
which gives a unique insight into the operation principles of such
structures. The proposed structure features twice the bandwidth
as compared to single-layer Miura-FSS, an excellent angle of
incidence rejection, and is the first demonstration of a fully
inkjet-printed MLM-FSS that is realized completely by a rigid
heat-sensitive substrate as opposed to traditional cellulose-based
Miura-FSSs that lack self-actuation mechanism as well as rigidity,
which is a key attribute of most practical thick origami structures.
Index Terms— Inkjet-printing, Miura, multilayer frequency
selective surface (FSS), origami, tunable filters.

I. I NTRODUCTION

F

REQUENCY selective surfaces (FSSs) are spatial filters
that reflect, transmit, or absorb specific bands of incident
electromagnetic (EM) waves and typically consist of a 2-D or
3-D periodic array of resonant elements on a thin substrate.
The frequency response of an FSS is primarily determined by
the size, shape, and type of the resonant element along with
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their interelement distances. These structures have found many
applications, including radomes, reflectors, transmitarrays, and
reducing antenna radar cross section [1], [2].
Traditional FSS structures are unable to change their
frequency response which limits their use in real-life applications. One of the most popular tuning mechanism for
these structures includes changing the electrical properties
of the resonant elements by using electronic components,
such as varactors, p-i-n diodes, and microelectromechanical
switches (MEMSs) [3]–[6]. Other methods include the use
of ferrite-based substrates or the integration of microfluidics
within the substrate to vary its effective permittivity by biasing
it with a dc magnetic field or with different filling liquids,
respectively [7]–[9]. While electrically tunable RF structures
can realize a fast EM response reconfigurability, they are
laborious, expensive, and require continuous high operational
voltages. They also suffer from high rates of failure and
limited tunability range, which makes them impractical as the
overall size of the structure increases. On the other hand,
ferrite- or microfluidics-based techniques also require high
operational voltages and are hard to control. That is why
mechanical tuning mechanisms are gaining popularity due to
their superior power handing capability, quality factor, linearity, and wide-band (continuous range) tunability. However,
their bulky size, heavy weight, and low switching/tuning speed
have restricted their use in modern communication systems.
Recently, origami-inspired single-layer Miura FSS
(SLM-FSS) structures have been proposed that facilitate
wide-range tunability by simply changing their physical
shape to effectively vary the electrical length of resonators
and/or their interelement coupling [10]–[12]. While these
structures facilitate high power handling capability similar to
the mechanically tuned RF structures, they also suffer from
slow tuning capability. However, their fabrication complexity
is significantly lower as compared to traditional mechanically
tuned RF structures or fully 3-D printed RF structures because
it involves first inkjet-printing conductive traces on a 2-D
surface and then folds it to realize any complex 3-D structure.
SLM-FSS structures require a single degree of actuation,
which greatly simplifies tuning mechanism as compared
to traditional mechanically tuned RF structures. Moreover,
they are lightweight structures that feature relatively higher
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mechanical strength (as compared to traditional 2-D FSS
structures) and facilitate on-demand deployability. These
features make them a good candidate for outer space and
biomedical applications that have limited external power
sources for tuning as well as require large structures to be
stowed in a small volume that can be deployed on-demand to
full scale at the destination [13]. Some of the key applications
for this technology include deployable reflectarrays for
cubesates, reconfigurable radomes, miniaturized high gain
antennas, shielded walls, and large intelligent surfaces for
6G [14]–[18].
Traditional SLM-FSS and multilayer Miura-FSS
(MLM-FSS) structures were realized using cellulose-based
substrates that are good for proof-of-concept purposes but have
limited practical applications [10], [15]. This is due to the fact
that these substrates are prone to absorb moisture, feature high
dielectric losses, and require up to ten layers of conductive
ink with 2 h, curing time to achieve good conductivity
values. They also require mechanical actuation mechanisms
to reconfigure their physical shape, making them unsuitable
for outer space and biomedical applications where total
available power is limited. Traditional SLM-FSS structures
can only realize limited tunability range and bandwidth that
can be improved by meander-line configurations [12]. Finally,
an SLM structure with nonrigid facets tends to curl up when
folded, thereby changing the designated frequency response
of the FSS structure [15]. These problems can be mitigated
by using MLM-FSS configurations, but the realization of
a shape-reconfigurable spacer layer between the SLM-FSS
structures that can change the interlayer distance according to
the variation in frequency response of each SLM-FSS is challenging. Recently, inline and mirror MLM-FSS configurations
consisting of two SLM-FSS structures joined together at the
valley foldlines have been proposed in [15]. However, these
structures neither support adding more than two SLM-FSS
layers nor do they maintain a given frequency response with
different folding states. These problems are addressed by a
novel MLM-FSS structure with a thermally actuated spacer
layer in [19], but a key disadvantage of the structure is that it
can only realize limited actuation even at high temperatures
due to the use of cellulose-based SLM-FSS layers.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. First,
a new heat-sensitive polyester-based substrate is introduced in
Section II for the realization of self-actuating origami-based
RF structures. Next, the MLM-FSS structure along with an
in-depth description of its fabrication, actuation mechanism,
and kinematics analysis is presented in Section III. A comprehensive discussion regarding simulation and measurement
results along with an equivalent circuit model (ECM) of the
proposed MLM-FSS structure is presented in Section IV, and
finally, the conclusions are given in Section V.
II. P OLYESTER V ERSUS C ELLULOSE -BASED S UBSTRATE
FOR O RIGAMI S TRUCTURES
Traditional origami-inspired FSS structures use cellulose
substrates [10]–[12], because they facilitate the realization of
highly flexible conductive traces and are easy to fold manually.
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Fig. 1. Inkjet-printed conductive traces with different numbers of SNP ink
layers on the polyester-based substrate.

However, these structures have found limited applications,
as they require mechanical actuation mechanisms that considerably increase the power requirements and complexity
of the overall system. High porosity and dielectric losses
of these substrates also restrict their use in high-frequency
applications. For example, due to the high porosity of the
cellulose substrates, it is very difficult to achieve conductive
traces with high resolution, as the silver nanoparticle (SNP)
ink tends to spread into the substrate during the inkjet-printing
process. Furthermore, the realization of highly conductive
traces requires inkjet printing of at least ten layers of SNP
ink and sintering for a minimum of 2 h at 150 ◦ C, which
significantly increases the overall fabrication time [20]. It is
also important to note here that using a large number of
SNP ink layers on a porous cellulose substrate also makes
slot-like RF structures hard to realize, as these substrates tend
to bend and buckle when wet, resulting in an uneven surface.
However, this effect is not pronounced for conductive traces
and dipole-like structures.
In order to address these challenges, a low-loss,
heat-sensitive 90-μm-thick polyester-based substrate film
(r = 2.92 and tan δ = 0.0088 at 8 GHz) is used in this
article that transitions from rigid to soft/flexible state when
heated. It is also hydrophobic in nature that allows most of the
SNP ink to be deposited on the substrate surface during the
inkjet-printing process, thereby facilitating the realization of
the conductive traces with higher resolution and conductivity
values while utilizing a significantly lower number of SNP
layers and curing time as compared to cellulose substrates.
Micrographs of inkjet-printed (2-mm wide and 20-mm long)
conductive traces on a polyester-based substrate for different
numbers of layers of SNP ink (SunChemical EMD-5730)
are shown in Fig. 1. The traces were cured at 150 ◦ C for
15 min in an oven to evaporate the ethanol solvent and
improve their overall conductivity. It was observed that trace
resistance decreases slightly going from two (0.04 /) to
three (0.03 /) layers of SNP ink but remained constant for
higher numbers of layers. Therefore, only two layers of SNP
ink were used in this article to realize inkjet-printed conductive
traces to save fabrication time and more importantly improve
overall flexibility of the trace. This is due to the fact that
conductive ink on the surface of a hydrophobic substrate typically becomes relatively inflexible after the sintering process;
therefore, a higher number of inkjet-printed layers increase
the probably peeling off during bending process. This problem can be circumvented by using a lower number of SNP
layers or using specialized “bridge-like” structures at sharp
bends/foldlines of the origami structure [10].
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Fig. 3. Variation of key design parameters of the SLM-FSS structure with
respect to folding angle θ (α p = 45◦ ).

Fig. 2. (a) Unit cell of an SLM-FSS in flat configuration (θ = 180◦ ). (b) Unit
cell of MLM-FSS in folded configuration (α p = 45◦ ). (c) Exploded view of
the MLM-FSS with bs = b p = b = a p = 20 mm. β = γ = 0.5, lc = 20 mm,
and wc = 2 mm.

The rigid-to-soft phase transitioning property of the
polyester-based substrate can be used to unfold an origami
structure making it useful for the realization of real-time
deployable RF structures. This is in contrast to cellulose-based
substrates that need to be folded and unfolded mechanically.
On the other hand, the polyester-based structures are relatively
difficult to fold, tend to crack when bent or folded at sharp
angles in their rigid state, and are challenging to perforate
using common blade-based perforation machines as compared
to the cellulose substrates. Therefore, a low-power laser was
used in this article to perforate the required origami (Miura)
pattern with a perforation size optimized such that the substrate
does not crack at the foldlines. Moreover, holes were etched
at each central vertex of the Miura pattern to avoid crack
propagation [21] and make the folding process easier.
III. T HERMALLY ACTUATED D IPOLE -BASED
MLM-FSS S TRUCTURES
The unit cell of Miura-Ori tessellation consists of four
parallelograms (each with lengths a and b and an internal
angle α) connected to each other along the edges to form the
foldlines, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The foldlines either curve
up (mountain fold) or curve down (valley fold) as the Miura
structure is folded, depicted by the change in dihedral angle θ
or equivalently lengths w or l that are related to each other
in [10]
l = 2aζ
h = aζ tan α cos(θ/2)
w = 2bξ
v = b(1 − ξ 2 )1/2

(1)

where
ζ = cos α(1 − ξ 2 )

−1/2

ξ = sin α sin(θ/2).

Typical SLM FSS structures are realized by inkjet-printing
dipoles across the mountain foldlines of Miura-Ori tessellation,
as shown in Fig. 2(a). Since the dipoles are inkjet-printed
on the mountain folds, the electrical length and interelement
distances between the dipoles systematically decrease as θ
varies from 180◦ (flat configuration) to 0◦ (completely folded
configuration) [10], [22]. The interelement distances along the
x-axis (Dw ) and y-axis (Dl ) can be mathematically expressed
as [15]
Dl = l
Dw = γ w

(2)

where γ is the SLM-FSS design parameter that depicts the
position of the dipole element on the Miura unit cell along the
x-axis, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Variation of different parameters
of a proof-of-concept SLM-FSS structure (α p = 45◦ ) with
respect to the folding angle is shown in Fig. 3.
The electrical length of the dipole decreases with θ due
to its shape transformation from a 2-D (flat) to a (3-D)
inverted V-shaped dipole configuration, which results in overall frequency response of the SLM-FSS structure to shifting
to higher values. These SLM-FSS structures behave like the
first-order bandstop filters with moderate frequency tunability
(up to 15%) and bandwidth (10%) [10], which limits their
use in real-life applications. Higher order tunable bandstop
Miura-FSS filters with larger bandwidth can be easily realized using multilayer configuration with optimum interlayer
distances.
Conventional multilayer FSS structures consist of two
or more FSSs that are separated by a distance h using
either special mechanical support or thick dielectric. Since
interlayer distance controls the EM coupling between the
FSS layers, it must change proportionally with respect to
the frequency response of FSS layers such that the overall
EM behavior of the multilayer FSS structure is preserved.
While this is typically challenging to address for conventional
multilayer tunable FSS structures, it can be easily realized
for MLM-FSS structures by using specialized Miura-based
spacers between the Miura-FSS layers [15], [19]. The unit cell
for the MLM-FSS structure using a polyester-based substrate
with inline stacking configuration (i.e., all Miura patterns have
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Fig. 4. Variation of key design parameters of the MLM-FSS structure with
respect to folding angle θ (α p = 45◦ ).

the same orientation) featuring a specialized spacer layer is
shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c). Note that small (2.5-mm wide)
holes were etched at all vertices to avoid crack propagation
and simplify folding process. Although the design principles
presented in this article are demonstrated for origami structures
using thin substrates, they can be easily applied for thick
origami structures using conventional or 3-D-printed flexible
substrates [23].
In order to maintain the in-plane kinematics of the proposed
MLM-FSS structure, all Miura layers must have the same w, l,
and v values with only one independent dimension h, thereby
facilitating the interlayer distance ( h) to vary proportionally
with different folding configurations. These conditions can be
met by using the following design constraints:
as = a p

cos(α p )
bs = b p = b
cos(αs )

(3)

where the subscripts p and s represent the design parameters
of the Miura structure with printed dipoles and spacer Miura,
respectively. Since the proposed MLM-FSS configuration preserves the in-line kinematics of the overall structure, they can
be completely described by the folding angle θ . The interlayer
distance ( h) can be calculated by first calculating h for the
two layers using (1) and then taking the difference between
them. A proof-of-concept variation of the different design
parameters of the proposed MLM-FSS structure with respect
to the folding angle is shown in Fig. 4.
A. Fabrication Process
The fabrication process for the proposed MLM-FSS with
in-line stacking configuration is shown in Fig. 5. The two
identical SLM-FSSs and the Miura-based spacer layer were
realized by first perforating the Miura pattern on 90-μm-thick
polyester base film using a low-power laser. The perforation
size was optimized (to a size of 0.1-mm wide, 2-mm long
with a spacing of 1.5 mm) to avoid any substrate cracking
or breakage at the foldlines during the folding process. Moreover, a 0.2-mm wide and 8-mm long slit size was used to
form “bridge-like” structures for the SLM-FSS structures that
facilitate dipoles to fold in a smooth curved fashion along
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the foldlines rather than a sharp edge to avoid cracking or
peeling off of the conductive trace, as the Miura is folded
[10], [22]. These slits are not required for the spacer layer.
Next, the dipoles were inkjet-printed using two layers of SNP
ink and sintered at 150 ◦ C for 15 min to increase conductivity.
The resultant dipoles were highly flexible and maintained good
conductivity values during bending or folding process due to
the usage of a low number of SNP ink layers as well as the
integration of the “bridge-like” structures that further improved
flexibility by avoiding sharp folding of the dipoles.
The two SLM-FSSs and the spacer layer were then folded
manually and stacked in an in-line configuration, such that
the valley foldlines of the bottom SLM-FSS and the mountain
foldlines of the top SLM-FSS touch the valley and the mountain foldlines of the spacer layer, respectively, while keeping
the same orientation of all three Miura layers. Finally, all
layers were joined together by applying heat resistant glue on
foldlines of the spacer layer. The fabricated MLM-FSS structure is shown in Fig. 6 and the behavior of the inkjet-printed
dipole elements on “bridge-like” structures at different folding
angles is shown in Fig. 7. The introduction of holes at the
vertices greatly simplifies the folding process while simultaneously making the overall Miura structure more flexible—
a technique which is particularly useful for thick or 3-D
printed origami structures [24]. Note that these holes do
not affect the overall kinematics or the EM response of the
Miura-FSS.
B. Thermal Response and Actuation Mechanism
The heat-sensitive substrate used to realize the proposed
MLM-FSS facilitates actuation of the overall structure, making it an attractive candidate for terrestrial, outer-space, and
EM cloaking applications, where the frequency response
can be changed on-demand by simply varying the folding
angle (increasing temperature). The Miura geometry also
facilitates the perfect alignment of multiple FSS layers by
simply stacking them along the valley foldlines, as shown in
Fig. 2(b) and (c), thereby mitigating alignment errors during
assembly.
In contrast to traditional Miura-FSS structures, the proposed
MLM-FSS structure facilitates an integrated mechanism to
change its folding behavior in response to an external
stimuli (temperature) rather than a mechanical actuation.
Some of the key advantages of thermally activated origami
structures are their ease of use as compared to other
environmental-stimuli responsive actuation mechanisms (such
as light, chemical reaction, and so on) and are of particular interest in circumstances where surplus heat is readily
available in the form of structure phase transition or joule
heating [25]. The main drawback is that it is very hard to
control precise temperature conditions to reach a specific
folding configuration. This can be easily circumvented by
using conductive article, graphene, or 3-D printed photothermal substrates [25]–[27]. However, heat-sensitive polyesterbased substrate is used in this article to simplify actuation
mechanism and fabrication process in order to extensively
evaluate the EM response of MLM-FSS structures in terms of
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Fabrication process for the realization of MLM-FSS structures.

Fig. 6. Fabricated SLM-FSS in (a) flat and (b) folded configuration. (c) Complete MLM-FSS structure in folded state assembled using in-line stacking
configuration.

Fig. 7. Closeup of dipoles on “bridge-like” structures for different folding
states (θ values).

on-demand frequency response tunability, mechanical strength,
and actuation complexity.
To demonstrate the superior performance of the MLM-FSS
using only polyester-based substrates, three different samples
were fabricated. These include an SLM-based spacer using
the polyester-based substrate, an MLM-FSS with top and
bottom SLM-FSSs realized using a cellulose-based substrate
and a Miura-inspired spacer layer using the polyester-based
substrate, and finally, an MLM-FSS with all three (top, spacer,
and bottom) layers realized using only a polyester-based
substrate. The samples were completely folded (θ < 60◦ ) and
placed in an oven. Next, the oven temperature was increased
gradually resulting in the unfolding of the three structures,
as shown in Fig. 8. It can be easily seen that while complete
polyester-based Miura structures [see Fig. 8(a) and (c)] can
unfold to a larger extent (θ > 120◦ ) at moderate temperatures
(∼50 ◦ C), the MLM-FSS with the cellulose substrate does
not fully unfold even at temperature as high as 150 ◦ C,

Fig. 8. Thermal actuation of (a) single-layer polyester film-based Miura
structure (spacer) and MLM-FSS structure with spacer layer sandwiched
between two (b) cellulose and (c) polyester-based SLM-FSS structures. The
marking indicates Miura extension for different values of θ .

as shown in Fig. 8(b). This is primarily due to the inability
of cellulose-based SLM-FSSs to actuate with temperature and
reduction of effective surface temperature of the spacer layer.
The proposed polyester-based Miura FSS structure starts to
unfold when heated beyond 35 ◦ C in an oven and realizes
complete unfolded configuration at 50 ◦ C with an unfolding
rate of θ = 4◦ per ◦ C.
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Fig. 9. Frequency response of an MLM-FSS structure (θ = 90◦ ) for different
values of internal angle (αs ) of the spacer layer.
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Fig. 10. Frequency response of an MLM-FSS structure (αs = 56◦ ) for
different values of folding angle (θ ).

The proposed MLM-FSS configuration presents a
first-of-its-kind integrated actuation mechanism that can
be programmed to maintain a given frequency response as
well as features higher mechanical strength as compared with
SLM-FSS despite its low thickness [19], thus making it an
attractive candidate for rugged environment and sandwich
structures that have recently found many applications in
aerospace, civil, and mechanical engineering [13].
IV. S IMULATION AND M EASUREMENT R ESULTS
The unit cell of the proposed MLM-FSS was simulated
using master/slave boundary conditions in high frequency
structure simulator (HFSS) with Floquet port excitation. The
simulated results were then verified by using two broadband
horn antennas in line-of-sight to each other with the MLM-FSS
in the middle. Specialized 3-D printed frames were used to
hold the MLM-FSS structure at θ = 60◦ , 90◦ , and 120◦.
However, these frames would not be required for practical
applications, as θ can be increased by simple temperature
variation. It is important to note that since the substrate
thickness is very low as compared to the wavelength of the
desired operational frequency range used in this article,
the effects of dielectric losses can be ignored [1]. Moreover,
the polyester-based substrate features relatively similar dielectric properties compared with cellulose substrates (r = 2.47
and tan δ = 0.07 at 8 GHz); thus, the frequency response of
the proposed MLM-FSS structure would closely resemble that
of cellulose-based MLM-FSS structure presented in [19].
The simulated and measured insertion loss (S21 ) of the
MLM-FSS with respect to different values of αs is shown
in Fig. 9, which clearly indicates that at lower values of αs ,
the structure exhibits broadband behavior with two distinct
resonances. The lower resonance frequency is the result of the
mutual coupling between the two SLM-FSS layers, while the
higher frequency is the resonant frequency of the individual
SLM-FSS layers. The interlayer distance increases with αs ,
which results in shifting the coupling frequency toward the
resonant frequency value. This behavior can also be predicted
by using Fig. 4. For example, an SLM-FSS structure resonates
at 7.75 GHz for folding angle θ = 90◦ (equivalent wavelength
λ = 38.6 mm) [10]. Using Fig. 4, we can see that in

Fig. 11. Frequency response of the MLM-FSS (θ = 150◦ and αs = 56◦ )
for different values of AoI.

order to realize interlayer spacing ( h = λ/2 = 19.3 mm),
αs ≈ 66◦ . This would ensure a strong coupling between
the two SLM-FSS layers resulting in a single wideband
resonance (bandstop) filter response of the MLM-FSS structure, as shown in Fig. 9. Beyond this point, the interlayer
distance increases more than half of the operational frequency wavelength, resulting in weaker coupling between
the two SLM-FSS layers. The slight mismatch between the
experimental and theoretical results is caused by the finite
size of the sample, which introduces surface currents on the
structure [28]. While this problem can be easily solved by
increasing the sample size, in this article, the sample size is
limited by the total printing limit of the inkjet printer.
Similarly, it is interesting to note here that not only the
frequency response of the proposed MLM-FSS systematically
shifts to higher frequency, but its frequency response is also
preserved with variation in θ , as shown in Fig. 10. This
clearly shows that the proposed spacer varies the interlayer
distance proportionally with respect to shift in the resonant
frequency of the two SLM-FSS layers as they were folded.
This condition is true for any given αs as long as h ≤ Dl /2
for lc ∼ a, where lc is the length of dipole. Note that in
this case, Dl /2 = l/2 represents the effective length of the
dipole. For example, the frequency response of the proposed
MLM-FSS for different values of αs with θ = 150◦ is
shown in Fig. 11, which clearly shows that for αs < 64◦ ,
the MLM-FSS preserves its multiresonant filtering response.
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Fig. 12. Frequency response of the MLM-FSS (θ = 90◦ and αs = 56◦ ) for
different values of AoI.

However, the interelement spacing condition is violated for
higher values of αs (as shown in Fig. 4), and hence, they
exhibit different EM filtering responses at various values of
folding angle θ .
The proposed structure facilitates bandwidth up to 24%,
which is more than twice the bandwidth of the equivalent
SLM-FSS; however, the tunability range is comparable, which
can be increased by using ripple-Miura FSS [12]. The sudden
null after the second resonant frequency in the frequency
response indicates the onset of grating lobes, which also
changes with θ , and thus, no unwanted diffraction effects
take place as the structure is tuned to higher frequencies [1].
Finally, the proposed MLM-FSS features a very wide-angle
angle of incidence (AoI) rejection (up to 75◦ ) without any shift
in any of the two resonant frequencies, as shown in Fig. 12.
The increase in the bandwidth is an inherent feature of the
dipole FSS, which increases as 1/cos (AoI) for different values
of AoI scanned in the H -plane (TE mode) [1].
A. Grating Lobe Behavior
Typically, FSSs are designed to operate in the no grating
lobe region, where the incident EM wave is reflected or
transmitted in the direction depicted by Snell’s law. Therefore,
it is important to know the cutoff frequency for the onset of
grating lobes or trapped modes [1], [29]. For a free standing
FSS, the cutoff frequency of the first high-order Floquet mode
occurs at [30]
c
fcr =
(4)
√
Dl ( r + sin (AoI))
where c is the speed of light, and r is the relative permittivity
of the medium where FSS is embedded. For frequencies
lower than f c , the only propagating Floquet harmonic is the
fundamental one and higher order modes are considered to
be evanescent that decay exponentially moving away from the
FSS structures. The onset of higher order modes is essential
for accurately depicting the ECM of a given FSS beyond the
grating-lobe region [30]. In the case of dipole-based MiuraFSS structures, the cutoff frequencies of higher order TE
modes can be determined by taking advantage of the periodic
nature of the FSS structure and defining wavenumbers in

Fig. 13. Cutoff frequencies associated with higher order TE mnth harmonics
excited in the proposed MLM-FSS as a function of AoI.

the x- and y-axes associated with the space harmonics as [1]
and [31]
2πm
k x,m = k0 sin θ +
(5)
Dw
2πn
k x,m =
(6)
Dl
where m, n = 0, ±1, ±2, . . . and k0 = 2π f /c is the free-space
wavenumber. Each higher order Floquet harmonic is defined
by a pair of integers mn with the complex wavenumber along
the z-axis [31]
⎧

r
⎨βmn = k 2 r − k 2 − k 2 ,
f ≥ f c,mn
y,n
0
r
 x,m
k z,mn
=
r
⎩− j αmn = − j k 2 + k 2 − k 2 r , f < f c,mn
x,m
y,n
0
(7)
r
fc,mn

where
satisfies

is the cutoff frequency of the mnth harmonic that
2
2
γmn
= k x,m
+ k 2y,n − k02 r = 0

(8)

and can be expressed as
r
=
fc,mn

χ
r − sin2 (AoI)

(9)

where
mc sin(AoI)
χ=
Dw




+ r

mc
Dw

2

+

nc
Dl

2

−

nc sin(AoI) 2
.
Dl

Note that for normal incidence (AoI = 0◦ ), (9) reduces
to the expression for the cut-off frequency of rectangular
waveguide with dimensions Dl and Dw . The cutoff frequencies
that are associated with the higher order TE mnth harmonics
excited in the proposed MLM-FSS structure as a function of
AoI are shown in Fig. 13.
The sudden null in the frequency response of the MLM-FSS
structure after the main resonance(s) depicts the excitation of
higher order mode (TE10 ) and the onset of grating lobes; therefore, it is necessary to understand its behavior with respect
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Fig. 14. Cutoff frequency of grating lobes for the different values of AoI
and θ (αs = 56◦ and α p = 45◦ ).

Fig. 15. Cutoff frequency of grating lobes for different values of AoI and θ
(αs = 56◦ and α p = 60◦ ).

to different design parameters of the MLM-FSS structure.
The variation of grating lobe cut off frequency with respect to
α p , θ , and AoI is shown in Figs. 14 and 15, which clearly show
that the grating-lobe cutoff frequency shifts to higher values
much slower, as the MLM-FSS structure is folded (θ is varied)
for small α p although the shift is more pronounced for higher
values of α p . This trend is also true for the design parameter
b, as shown in Fig. 16. Note that as expected, the grating-lobe
region can be effectively moved to higher frequency ranges by
simply increasing the interelement distances using b or α p .
B. ECM
The EM behavior of the MLM-FSS can be approximated
using the ECM, where each SLM-FSS layer with dipole
elements can be represented by a series LC network connected
across two ports with intrinsic impedance (Z o = 377 ),
as shown in Fig. 17(c)—the first-order bandstop filter. The corresponding values of the inductance (L) and capacitance (C)
are dictated by dipole length and their interelement distances,
respectively [1]. Since the thickness of the polyester-based
substrate is much smaller than the operational frequency range
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Fig. 16. Cutoff frequency of grating lobes for the different values of AoI,
θ , and b (αs = 56◦ and α p = 45◦ ).

Fig. 17. Equivalent circuit of (a) SLM-FSS and MLM-FSS with spacer
represented by (b) transmission line model and (c) lumped-element model.

of the proposed MLM-FSS structures, the dielectric effects
were not included in this model for simplicity [1].
Similarly, the equivalent circuit of the proposed MLM-FSS
is shown in Fig. 17(b), where the values of L n and Cn (where
n = 1, 2) were determined by the two resonant frequencies
and the spacer is represented by a transmission line, whose
electrical length (l) depends on thickness of the spacer (or
equivalently h) [32]. The characteristic impedance of the
√
spacer is Z l = Z o / r , where r and Z o are the relative
permittivity of spacer and the characteristic impedance of
free space, respectively. However, the dielectric effects of the
spacer can be ignored in this case, as the effective permittivity
of the spacer is almost equal to that of free space (o ) [1].
Hence, the equivalent model of the proposed Miura-FSS can
be reduced to two series LC networks connected across the
two ports [with (Z o = 377 )], where the mutual inductance
and capacitance between the layers are represented by M L and
MC , respectively. The numerical values of L n and Cn can be
determined by the following procedure.
1) Determine the resonant frequencies of the MLM-FSS
( f 1 and f 2 ) using a full-wave simulator, where each
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TABLE I
C APACITANCE AND I NDUCTANCE VALUES OF P ROPOSED
MLM-FSS ECM FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF αs (θ = 90◦ )

TABLE II
C APACITANCE AND I NDUCTANCE VALUES OF THE P ROPOSED MLM-FSS
ECM (W ITH αs = 56◦ ) FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF F OLDING A NGLE θ
Fig. 18. MLM-FSS frequency response comparison between HFSS simulation and ECM.

in the no grating lobe region that is why the effect of grating
lobes is not included. However, this can be easily accounted
for by using the procedure outlined in [34] and [35].

resonant frequency can be represented by
1
ωr = √ .
LC

(10)

Then, using (10), assign Cn = 1/(L n 2π f n )2 , where L n
is kept variable. This would ensure that the ECM has
the same resonant frequency as the full-wave simulation
and only differs in bandwidth. Note that in this case,
the initial value of L n becomes irrelevant.
2) Set the electrical length of the transmission line according to h.
3) Choose two frequency points on the S21 plot of the
MLM-FSS structure. In this article, the frequency points
at S21 = −10 dB were chosen.
4) Iteratively vary the values of L n such that the overall
equivalent-circuit response has the minimum Euclidean
distance from the full-wave simulation.
Note that for single resonance broadband case (αs > 66◦ ),
L 1 = L 2 and C1 = C2 . Moreover, the effect of the transmission line can also be translated to equivalent π-LC network,
as shown in Fig. 17(b), where the mutual coupling coefficients
can be calculated using (11) and (12) [33]
M L = μo μr h
(11)
o r h
(12)
MC =
2
where ωr is the resonant frequency of the SLM-FSS, and μo
and μr are the permeability of free space and the relative
permeability of the spacer, respectively. The transmission-line
approach is used in this article since it is more intuitive and
can be easily extended to MLM-FSS structures with more
than two SLM-FSS layers. The capacitance and inductance
values of the proposed MLM-FSS ECM for different values
of interlayer distances (αs ) and folding angle (θ ) are given
in Tables I and II, respectively. In order to validate the
ECM, frequency response of the MLM-FSS (with αs = 56◦,
α p = 45◦ , and θ = 90◦ ) is evaluated and compared with the
HFSS, as shown in Fig. 18. The sudden null in the frequency
response of the MLM-FSS structure represents the onset of the
grating lobes. The proposed ECM assumes that FSS operates

V. C ONCLUSION
This article presents a state-of-the-art fully inkjet-printed
MLM-FSS structure with dipole resonant elements and
a specialized origami-inspired shape reconfigurable spacer
layer. Proposed MLM-FSS structure is realized using a
thermal-sensitive polyester-based substrate that can transform
its physical shape from a completely folded to fully unfolded
configuration based on the change in its ambient temperature.
It addresses some of the major drawbacks of the previously
reported SLM-FSS structures, including narrowband frequency
response, poor mechanical stability, and use of mechanical
actuation mechanism, making them unsuitable for applications
with limited available power. The smart shape-shifting spacer
is the first demonstration of its kind, which preserves the
in-plane kinematics and proportionally varies the interlayer
distances between MLM FSS structures for every folding configuration, thereby maintaining the desired frequency response
of the filter. Bandwidth of the proposed structure is more than
double as compared to the SLM-FSS and can be varied by simply changing the design parameters of the spacer layer. It also
facilitates perfect alignment of the Miura-FSS structure for
an in-line stacking configuration to mitigate any misalignment
errors that may occur during the assembly. A detailed analysis
of the MLM-FSS frequency response with respect to change
in folding angle (θ ), AoI, and interlayer distances along with
its relationship with the Miura kinematics is presented in this
article. EM behavior of the structure is also explained in terms
of the ECM. The simulation results show strong agreement
with the measurement results. Proposed MLM-FSS structure
truly represents the uniqueness and substantial advantage of
additive manufacturing technologies and origami-inspired RF
structures since such structures would be impossible to realize
using traditional manufacturing technologies. Moreover, these
design principles can be extended to realize higher order
tunable FSS structures without loss of generality, giving the
designer an unprecedented freedom to design custom-based
FSS structure suitable for a given application.
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